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2. ALIGNMENT DATA2.1. CoordinatesIn the following we use \XRCF oordinates" (see Figure 1). In this system, the X{axis is the optial axis withX inreasing from the detetor towards the X-ray mirrors. The Z{axis is up, and the Y {axis ompletes a right-handed oordinate system; at XRCF, +Y is towards south. The oordinate origin is taken to be oinident withthe intersetion of the nominal optial axis with the plane de�ned by the P side of the HRMA Central AperturePlate (CAP datum A). (The CAP is the entral strutural support plate between the P and H optis.) The optitilt onventions are:tiltY : positive rotation about an axis parallel to the XRCF +Y axis.tiltZ : positive rotation about an axis parallel to the XRCF +Z axis.O�-axis diretions are spei�ed in terms of HRMA pith and yaw :pith: positive rotation about an axis parallel to the XRCF +Y axis.yaw : positive rotation about an axis parallel to the XRCF +Z axis.In all ases, a positive rotation is right-hand-rule rotation, i.e., +X towards +Y , +Y towards +Z, or +Z towards+X .
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Figure 1. Shemati of XRCF oordinates2.2. HRMA alignment measurements at Eastman Kodak CompanyDuring HRMA buildup, the alignment state of the HRMA optis was assessed using the EKC HRMA Alignment TestSystem (HATS). In this on�guration the HRMA optis were supported vertially in an assembly and testing tower(H optis upper, P optis lower) suspended above an Autoollimating Flat (ACF). An aperture mask with 24 evenlyspaed apertures for eah test zone (i.e., mirror pair) was plaed above the ACF; the aperture mask also arried aTilt Referene Indiator (TRI). The TRI onsists of a pair of autoollimators, one looking down at the ACF, and theother looking up at the Alignment Referene Mirror (ARM) mounted in the CAP; the TRI monitored the parallelismbetween the CAP and the ACF. The ARM also provided an axial referene. HATS inludes a Centroid DetetorAssembly (CDA) mounted on rails at the top of the tower; this was used to assess the alignment of the optis at the20 m (folded path) P fous or at the 10 m system fous. The alignment of the HRMA was probed using a double-passsystem in whih a diretable laser beam was reeted o� an H, a P, the ACF, the P and H again, �nally reahinga detetor bak at the entroid detetor; the entroids of the returned beam and an internal referene beam weremeasured using a quad-ell detetor.The alignment test is basially a double-pass Hartmann test of the X-ray optis; the variation in the return beamentroid loation with azimuth around the opti an be used to assess the on-axis oma and parfoalization of thesystem. For a given mirror pair, the HATS measures the double-pass entroids for a set of 24 apertures equallyspaed in azimuth around the opti. A Fourier transform of these data is performed and the low-order terms are



interpreted in terms of rigid-body misalignments. For a double-pass on�guration ontaining both a P opti and itsorresponding H opti, the Fourier terms relevant to rigid-body alignment areFourier CoeÆient Rigid Body TermRe (Q0) and Im (Q0) lateral fous errorRe (Q1) axial fous errorRe (Q2) and Im (Q2) omawhere Qn is the Fourier oeÆient of order n, and Re and Im indiate the real and imaginary omponents, respe-tively. Basially, Q0 gives the displaement of the image in the foal plane, Re (Q1) gives the radius of the one ofrays (positive in front of the foal point, negative behind the foal point), and Q2 provides the size and orientationof the oma irle. Beause this is a double-pass experiment, the atual parfoalization and oma errors are a fatorof two smaller than the Qn oeÆients. Although the interpretation of the HATS Q0 and Q2 Fourier oeÆientsis straightforward, the interpretation of Q1 is ompliated by a number of axially symmetri biases inluding de-formation of the CAP under load, urvature of the ACF, \dimples" indued by the mirror supports under 1g, andrefration by radial air temperature gradients within the HRMA.Final HATS ATP (Aeptane Test Proedure) data onsisted of 9 tests performed on November 9 and 10, 1996;these were augmented with an additional 15 tests performed at that time. A Fourier deomposition was performedfor eah of the 24 tests. The means and standard deviations were evaluated for this set of Fourier oeÆients; theoeÆients relevant to rigid-body mirror element alignment are given in table 1. The quoted errors are the standarddeviations for the set of 24 Fourier deompositions. The HATS test proedure yields only relative values for theparfoalization so hQ0i = [�5:48; 9:42℄, the R2-weighted mean, was subtrated from Q0; R is an e�etive radius forthe mirror pair. The Q1 oeÆients are given relative to the value of Q1 for mirror pair 3.Table 1. HATS ATP (Augmented) Fourier CoeÆients.CoeÆient units MP1 MP3 MP4 MP61 Re (Q0 � hQ0i) (�m) �5:97 � 9:42 5:30 � 9:40 4:17 � 9:66 1:69 � 9:242 Im (Q0 � hQ0i) (�m) �1:71 � 8:89 4:10 � 8:77 0:57 � 9:00 �4:43 � 9:083 Re (Q1(MPN)�Q1(MP3)) (�m) �12:67 � 1:09 0:00 � 2:42 �18:69 � 1:35 18:79 � 1:944 Re (Q2) (�m) �8:66 � 0:35 6:26 � 0:58 5:76 � 0:27 29:68 � 0:625 Im (Q2) (�m) 2:60 � 0:30 �1:93 � 0:59 �0:76 � 0:38 �3:07 � 0:442.3. HRMA alignment measurements at XRCFA large number of X-ray measurements were performed at the X-Ray Calibration Faility (XRCF) at the MarshallSpae Flight Center and these data are urrently being analyzed. The measurements most diretly relating toassessment of the rigid-body alignment are a series of quadrant shutter fous measurements whih had the aim ofmeasuring the HRMA parfoalization and on-axis oma. The X-ray soure was at a distane of approximately 527300mm from the HRMA CAP (midway between the P and H optis). In these fous and tilt measurements, the X-raysoure was an eletron impat point soure (EIPS) with an Al target; all the X-ray data used here was taken at theAl K� line. Quadrant shutters between the HRMA and the detetor allowed individual mirror pair quadrants to beisolated. The detetor was a ow proportional ounter; a 20�m moveable pinhole in front of the detetor was usedto map out the beam in order to measure the entroid of the X-ray image.O�-axis images taken with the High-Speed Imager (HSI, a mirohannel-plate detetor) have proven to be asensitive probe of tilt-ompensated deenter misalignments; the optial measurements of Q0, Q1, and Q2 wereinsensitive to this form of misalignment.The quadrant shutter fous proedure uses a ombination of the entroids of the X-ray beam as seen through aindividual mirror quadrant; beause of overlap by adjaent quadrant shutter blades, the atual opening angle for a



quadrant is about 88Æ. The four quadrants are labeled Top, North, Bottom, and South (named after the diretionsat the XRCF; see Figure 1). Quadrant shutter measurements for an individual mirror pair yield four pairs of entroidoordinate values. From these two fous estimates an be onstruted:�Y ;i = 0:995 �4p2 FRi (Yi;N � Yi;S); �Z ;i = 0:995 �4p2 FRi (Zi;T � Zi;B); (1)where �Y;Z are the fous error estimates; Ri is the nodal radius for the mirror pair, and F is the distane from themirror node to the (�nite onjugate) fous. (The 0.995 fator aounts for the fat that the quadrants are really only88Æ.) A disagreement between these two fous error estimates may be indiative of astigmatism, either intrinsi inthe opti or resulting from 1g distortions. In addition, two alignment estimators an be formed:tiltY;i = 0:978 �4F 0i (Yi;N + Yi;S � Yi;T � Yi;B); tiltZ;i = 0:978 �4F 0i (Zi;N + Zi;S � Zi;T � Zi;B); (2)where F 0i is the distane from the body enter of the H opti to the far fous of the H. (The 0.978 fator is a orretionfor 88Æ quadrants.) Note that these estimators may be biased by the tilt-ompensated deenter of the optis (seebelow); preliminary raytrae investigations indiate that the fous error estimators are not signi�antly biased, butthe tilt estimators may be biased. In any event, we ompare the measurements to simulations ontaining the e�etsof the tilt-ompensated deenters so any biases will appear in both the simulations and the measurements.Measurements were performed quadrant by quadrant for individual mirror pairs as well as for the HRMA as awhole. The entroids of the quadrant images were measured by performing two-dimensional pinhole sans (normallya 7�7 array with a 20�m pinhole on 20�m enters). Measurements were taken on three separate oasions duringPhase 1 of the XRCF testing: an initial dataset (D-66), an intermediate dataset (D-67), and the �nal dataset (E-67).The most reliable dataset was the last one taken: more was known about the mirror pair image qualities beforehandand more time was alloated to sample the full image from eah quadrant of eah mirror pair. The quadrant imageentroids measured from these sans an be used to estimate the best fous position of eah of the four HRMA mirrorpair (x3.3) as well as the on-axis oma (x3.1).3. ANALYSIS OF ALIGNMENT MEASUREMENTS3.1. ComaRigid body misalignments of the P to H optis in either deenter or tilt an ause a omati image distortion in thefoal plane. The size of the oma irle in the foal plane is related to a pure H relative deenter or a pure H relativetilt angle as: 100 H tilt 1 mm H deenterComa irle radius (00) 1 10Coma irle radius (�m) 48.5 488The breakdown between mirror element tilt and deenter is not uniquely determined by the oma as measuredon-axis. Beause both tilt and deenter introdue oma, the net oma an vanish for some ombination movements;in partiular, for ombinations of H tilt + H deenter whih are equivalent to a pure rotation about the H far fous,the omas introdued by the deenter and the tilt anel eah other leaving the net oma unhanged. We thereforefator the deenter and tilt into two omponents:� oma; appears even on-axis� tilt-ompensated deenter; no on-axis oma is produed, but an additional o�-axis aberration appears (see x3.4)We interpret the oma as a pure body-entered tilt of the H relative to its ompanion P opti. (This also introduesa lateral shift of the image; this is removed by applying a deenter to the mirror pair as a whole.) In the rest of thissetion, tilt refers to the orresponding omponent of on-axis oma expressed as a tilt of the H opti unless otherwisenoted. Note also that the relation between angular measure and linear measure in the foal plane is 100 � 48:8�m.



Table 2. HRMA On-Axis ComaShell 1 Shell 3 Shell 4 Shell 6Model Y [00℄ Z [00℄ Y [00℄ Z [00℄ Y [00℄ Z [00℄ Y [00℄ Z [00℄1 Kodak HATS ATP (augmented) 0.03 -0.09 -0.02 0.07 0.00 0.06 -0.03 0.322 XRCF 1g Corretion (SAO) -0.24 0.00 -0.08 0.00 -0.12 0.00 -0.12 0.003 XRCF 1g Corretion (EKC) -0.23 0.00 -0.18 0.00 -0.21 0.00 -0.33 0.004 XRCF Data 1/5-6/97y -0.15 -0.14 -0.05 -0.06 -0.04 -0.08 -0.44 0.185 XRCF Data 1/5-6/97y -0.17 -0.14 -0.07 -0.05 -0.05 -0.076 O�-axis yaw orretion 0.00 0.15 -0.01 0.18 0.01 0.19 0.00 0.207 XRCF Data 1/5-6/97 (+ yaw orr.) -0.15 0.01 -0.06 0.12 -0.03 0.11 -0.44 0.388 XRCF Data 2/7-8/97 -0.14 -0.02 -0.05 0.12 -0.04 0.04 -0.43 0.369 Current Model (EKCHDOS06/SAO) -0.01 -0.03 0.13 0.11 0.04 0.15 -0.05 0.3810 Data - Model ([9℄ - [8℄) -0.13 0.01 -0.18 0.01 -0.08 -0.11 -0.38 -0.02yXRCF tilts measured �10 o�-axis in yawTable 2 provides a summary of the on-axis oma as estimated by several methods. The Kodak HATS measure-ments (HATS ATP augmented test set, see Table 1) provided the �rst post-assembly estimate for the oma; theHATS value (onverted to equivalent H-opti tilt) is listed in line 1 of Table 2. In lines 2 and 3 the XRCF 1g or-retions to the tilt angles are given for both the SAO and the EKC �nite element models; note that the orretionsare about XRCF Y only, Y being the horizontal axis at XRCF. Lines 4 and 5 present data from quadrant shutterX-ray tests done January 5-6, 1997 when the HRMA was � 10 o�-axis in yaw; line 4 is the initial baseline tilt datafrom these tests, and line 5 is repeatability data in whih the top quadrant was re-measured and used in onjuntionwith the initial data from the other three quadrants; if the experiment is working orretly, lines 4 and 5 should bethe same. Line 6 gives the orretion between the 10 o�-axis ondition of the HRMA during the 1/5-6/97 tests andthe on-axis on�guration.Line 7 is the arithmeti sum of lines 4 and 6, i.e., the 1/5-6/97 data orreted to 0 yaw. This an be ompareddiretly to line 8, the results from the last (E-67) series of Al K� fous/tilt measurements in Phase 1, taken on2/7/97 and 2/8/97. The agreement is exellent: the 10 di�erene in yaw explains the di�erene between the 1/5-6/97and 2/7-8/97 measurements.The measurements an now be ompared to a model based on our urrent best estimate of the rigid bodyparameters as derived from the X-ray and optial data (line 9). Finally, line 10 lists the di�erenes between the2/7-8/97 measurements (line 8) and the model (line 9). The di�erenes are generally small, but the di�erenes intiltY are systematially larger; these di�erenes may indiate a lak of auray in the modeling the XRCF 1g e�ets:by symmetry only tiltY should be a�eted by gravity in the XRCF testing on�guration.3.2. Lateral parfoalizationThe foal plane image deenter (lateral parfoalization) estimates based on the HATS ATP (extended) data are givenin Table 3. Beause HATS is a double-pass test, Q0 from Table 1 is atually twie the lateral parfoalization error.Table 3. Lateral Parfoalization (�m); 100 � 48:8�m in the foal planeMP1 MP3 MP4 MP61 �Y 3:00 � 4:71 �2:65 � 4:70 �2:08 � 4:83 �0:84 � 4:622 �Z �0:86 � 4:44 �2:05 � 4:38 �0:28 � 4:50 �2:22 � 4:54Analysis of the X-ray data bearing on lateral parfoalization is still in progress. Measurement of the lateralparfoalization in X-rays is ompliated by several fators: tilts indued by 1g distortion of HRMA as supportedin the horizontal XRCF on�guration, maintaining stability and auray of absolute entroid positions over longtimesales, and the large pinholes (10�m or 20�m). Although the X-ray measurements may not improve on the HATS



Figure 2. HRMA Fous Data. Foal positions are given in �m and are measured relative to the mirror pair 3 fous;a positive di�erene represents a fous position loser to the HRMA than the Shell 3 fous. The data are from threeseries of tests and are shown staked { the legend desribes the staking order. Note that there were no HRMA testsin series E-67.values, the X-ray entroids will provide additional onstraints on the 1g model. (In the optial HATS measurementsthe HRMA was supported vertially, so no appreiable 1g-indued tilts are introdued.)3.3. Axial parfoalizationWe have analyzed data for the \quadrant shutter fous" two-dimensional pinhole sans; the X-Ray fous data fromthe three sets of quadrant shutter fous data sets (D-66 series, D-67 series, and E-67 series) are summarized inFigure 2. Two fous estimators are available from the quadrant entroids (Eq. 1): the di�erene in the Z entroids ofthe top and bottom quadrant images, and the di�erene in the Y entroids of the north and south quadrant images.The average of these two estimators is used as the fous estimate. A di�erene between the T/B fous and the N/Sfous may be due to either astigmatism in the mirrors or to measurement error; a ertain amount of separation isalso indued by the 1g test environment. Raytrae simulation indiates that the oma-free tilt-ompensated deenter(x3.4) does not bias this fous estimate.As noted above, the best fous dataset was the last one taken (E-67; top line of eah grouping); more wasknown about the mirror pair image qualities beforehand and more time was alloated to apture all of the ux fromeah quadrant of eah mirror pair. These data are also preferred over the optial (HATS) measurements beause ofdiÆult-to-evaluate axially symmetri biases in the Tower environment; in partiular, the X-ray tests were in vauumso all problems with refration by air temperature gradients are avoided.The relative foi from the last set of X-ray measurements are shown in Table 4. Again, positive numbers representfous positions loser to the HRMA, i.e., shorter overall foal lengths.In Figure 3 the XRCF measured fous data are ompared with various fous preditions for both the on-orbit(in�nite soure distane) and XRCF (�nite soure distane) onditions. As in Figure 2, the absissa shows thedi�erene between the Shell N fous and the Shell 3 fous with a positive di�erene indiating a fous value towards



Table 4. Fous of Shells relative to Shell 3: FN � F3units MP1 MP3 MP4 MP61 HATS On-orbit Predition 11/96 (�m) +52 0 +220 �2922 X-ray Data 2/7-8/97 (�m) �302 0 +277 �1523 Model EKCHDOS06/SAO(XRCF) (�m) �305 0 +274 �1444 On-orbit Predition (�m) �42 0 +277 �174

Figure 3.the HRMA relative to Shell 3. Six di�erent ases are shown, presented vertially with the fous values (dots) ofeah mirror pair onneted by lines. The bottom two ases represent the preditions of on-orbit fous based on theKodak HATS data. The bottom set of data is from the September 96 testing, taken after all mirror alignmentswere ompleted but prior to HRMA �nal assembly. The next set represents an estimate from Kodak's November96 HRMA ATP data set taken following the HRMA �nal assembly at Kodak and just prior to shipment to XRCF.Both sets of data show that the foi of the mirror pairs span about 500�m, with the foi ordered as (6 { 3 { 1 { 4)in order of dereasing foal lengths.The middle two ases in Figure 3 represent preditions of XRCF fous from the 11/96 Kodak test data, forHRMA yaw angles of both 00 and 10. Table 4 inludes preditions for foal points relative to the mirror pair 3 fousboth for in�nite (on-orbit) soure distane and �nite (XRCF) soure distane. The overall hange in foal distaneis about 195mm between on-orbit and XRCF (longer at XRCF); an interesting feature is that the foal distane forShell 1 inreases muh more (about 250�m) than for the other 3 mirror pairs. This an also be seen in Figure 3 asthe Shell 1 fous moves from a position between 3 and 4 (on-orbit ase) to a position between 6 and 3, further awayfrom the HRMA. This behavior, initially onsidered to be an anomaly and possibly an error, is now understood; theas-built mirror axial spaings plus the P1 and H1 surfae presriptions give this result.The \XRCF measured" ase in Figure 3 presents what is onsidered to be the best urrent estimate from XRCFtesting of shell-to-shell relative fous; this is the the data from Table 4 (line 2) disussed above. We see that there



is is a disrepany of about 200�m in the position of the Shell 1 fous at XRCF as ompared with the preditionsbased on Kodak optial test data. At XRCF, Shell 1 had the longest foal distane, a result whih was onsistentover all of the testing. Beause of axially symmetri biases present in the HATS axial fous determination, it wasdeided that the XRCF fous data was most likely more aurate; we used the XRCF-determined axial foi data asthe basis for our HRMA raytrae model. Our best urrent raytrae model for the �nal on-orbit foi is shown as thetop ase in Figure 3; the mirror maps were equivalent to the urrent best XRCF mirror maps exept that the 1ge�ets were omitted. This predited HRMA on-orbit performane is somewhat better than the XRCF measurement{ the span of the foi is redued.The mirror dimensions were measured mehanially by Hughes Danbury Optial Systems (HDOS) and EKC. Thedistane of the end of eah P opti from CAP Datum A (P side of the CAP) and the distane of eah H opti fromCAP Datum D (H side of the CAP) were mehanially gauged; these mehanial measurements of the mirror axialpositions are believed to be more aurate than our knowledge of the mirror one angles. A one angle orretionwas applied to the mirror maps in order to make the raytrae (XRCF) foi agree with the values in line 2 of Table 4;the values obtained from the urrent raytrae model are given in line 3 of that table. Line 4 gives a preliminaryestimate of the on-orbit axial parfoalization.3.4. Tilt-ompensated deenter (oma-free)The presene of a tilt-ompensated deenter in the AXAF optis was originally dedued on the basis of quadrantshutter ux measurements and on�rmed by analysis of o�-axis X-ray images. Tilt-ompensated deenter is a formalignment error in whih the oma from an opti deenter is aneled out by a ompensating tilt of the opti; it doesnot a�et the on-axis on-orbit oma, but produes an additional o�-axis aberration.The magnitude and diretion of the deenter an be quite well onstrained by the available o�-axis images. Thelower right panel of Figure 4 shows an example of an o�-axis image for mirror pair 1 (pith = 00; yaw = �200).The o�-axis images show two large approximately oval lobes; these are a faility e�et resulting from the spherialaberration whih is introdued by the �nite soure distane at XRCF. Symmetry onsiderations indiate that for anideal perfetly aligned telesope, these lobes should be symmetri about a line ontaining the o�-axis image and theoptial axis. The observed large lobes are asymmetri and also tilted relative to eah other; this is a onsequene ofthe tilt-ompensated deenter within the mirror pair. The lighter swathes through the image result from shadowingby support struts, predominantly those in the Central Aperture Plate. The approximately onentri ripples in thelarge lobes result from the low-order mirror surfae errors. These are also austis, analogous to the pattern of brightlines on the bottom of a swimming pool aused by the ripples on the water surfae; in this ase they result fromaxial ripples on the mirror surfae. The agreement between the loation and shape of the ripples in the X-ray dataas ompared to the raytraes is an indiation of the �delity of the low-order mirror maps used in the raytrae.In addition to the o�sets in the large lobes, a relative P to H deenter produes a pinushion-shaped austiat best fous; raytrae studies show that the size of the pinushion sales inversely with mirror pair radius andinreases with magnitude of o�-axis angle (at onstant deenter) and also inreases with magnitude of the deenter(at onstant o�-axis angle). For �xed magnitude of o�-axis angle and deenter, the orientation of the axes of thepinushion varies with the relative angle between o�-axis diretion and the deenter diretion; very approximately,when the angle of the deenter relative to the o�-axis diretion hanges, the pinushion orientation hanges by abouthalf that amount.For onstant o�-axis angle and in the neighborhood of a given deenter+tilt value, the variation of the pinushionsize with deenter magnitude and the variation of pinushion orientation with deenter diretion are relativelyunoupled. Comparison of the (pith = 00; yaw = �200) images with raytraes allowed the deenter magnitudeand diretion to be estimated. The size and orientation of the pinushions were measured in the X-ray images andsensitivities obtained from the raytraes were used to re�ne the deenter estimates. The upper left panel of Figure 4shows the results of our urrent best raytrae model inorporating the (tilt-ompensated) deenter values listed inTable 5. The raytrae models do not inorporate a strong angle-dependent quantum eÆieny fator in the HSIdetetor and vignetting by the quadrant shutter assembly, so the images are expeted to di�er in detail; neverthelessit is evident that the raytrae model produes good agreement in the dimensions and orientation of the pinushionfeature. The other two panels in Figure 4 show the dependene on deenter diretion and magnitude. In the upperright panel the deenter magnitude is inreased by about 20%; the pinushion is notieably larger. In the lower left



Figure 4. O�-axis images (Shell 1; pith = 00, yaw = �200). Top left: Current best raytrae model. Top right:deenter magnitude inreased by 0:1 mm. Bottom left: deenter diretion hanged by �24Æ. Bottom right: HSIimage (X-ray data; to same sale as raytraes). Pixel width 6:43�m; binned to 2�2 pixels. Logarithmi streth. Notethat these �gures inlude gravity-indued distortions, spherial aberration introdued by the �nite soure distane,and other faility e�ets; they do not represent on-orbit performane.



panel the deenter diretion is hanged by 24Æ; the pinushion shows a notieable rotation. We believe that thetilt-ompensated deenter has been measured to better than 10%; further analysis of the data will re�ne the valuesand error estimates for the deenter parameters.The estimated deenters of the H mirrors relative to their mating P mirrors are given in Table 5.Table 5. H deenters relative to P optideentery deenterymirror magnitude angle from +Y �YH �ZH(mm) (Æ) (mm) (mm)H1 0:4844 �60:39 0:2393 �0:4211H3 0:5077 �70:39 0:1704 �0:4782H4 0:4562 �68:10 0:1702 �0:4233H6 0:4736 �65:58 0:1958 �0:4312yoma from deenter anelled by ompensating tilt4. SAO HIGH FIDELITY RAYTRACE MODELA vital omponent of our analysis of the data and the eventual predition of on-orbit performane is the highresolution raytrae model developed at SAO. The raytrae model is based in part on a NASA raytrae program(OSAC, written by Perkin-Elmer); portions of the OSAC ode have been adapted, extended, and inorporated into ourraytrae pipeline; a short desription of an earlier version of the SAO raytrae arhiteture is given in Ref. ?.The AXAF mirror elements were polished and �gured by Hughes Danbury Optial Systems (HDOS). The HDOSmirror metrology was proessed into a low-frequeny mirror map (based on PMS axial san data and CIDS irularitydata) and high frequeny errors (based on WYKO measurements). These data were split into two piees andproessed into a mirror map for low-frequeny errors (modeled using 2D splines) and high frequeny omponents(treated statistially as a sattering omponent).Other low-frequeny mirror distortions were modeled using high resolution �nite element models; these inlude1g gravitational distortions for the optis in various orientations: vertial during HRMA buildup and alignmentat Eastman Kodak Company, and horizontal at the X-ray Test Faility (XRCF). The mehanial supports for themirrors also introdue mirror distortions, notably a dimpling resulting from shrinkage of the epoxy bonding themirror support pads to the mirrors. The 1g e�ets vanish on-orbit, but epoxy shrinkage and thermal gradients willstill introdue distortions on-orbit. The mirror supports are lined up with the Central Aperture Plate (CAP) struts,so the largest-amplitude portion of the epoxy-shrinkage distortions are shadowed by support struts.The surfae deformations are modeled with high resolution 2D splines; the apability of using Fourier-LegendreoeÆients has been retained for studies of low-order deformations. An SAO program, addases, allows mirrordeformations of various types to be added together into a single spline �t per surfae; in this way the ombinede�ets of intrinsi mirror deformations (based on metrology), deformations indued by mirror supports, and 1gdistortions an be modeled. The HRMA XRCF mirror maps urrently inlude:� HDOS metrology; low frequeny mirror map.� deformations from SAO XRCF 1g mehanial model.� epoxy shrinkage e�ets at +2 weeks.� Assembly strains (estimated from HATS 2nd and 3rd order residuals).� Cone angle orretions based on XRCF-measured axial parfoalization (see x3.3).The HRMA on-orbit mirror maps are urrently the same as the XRCF mirror maps exept that the 1g mehanialdistortions are omitted. Other model omponents are



� Central Aperture Plate (CAP), fore and aft strutures, and P6 (ghost) ba�e: modeled as annuli with retan-gular struts; in�nitely thin axially exept for the CAP, whih has the as-measured thikness.� Sattering: surfae miroroughness derived from HDOS high-order surfae maps (970220 version of satteringtables).� Iridium optial onstants: Henke 1995� values below 2 keV, SAO/MST Synhrotron group Ir reetivity datafor a P6 witness at above 2 keV. (Currently reetion from a semi-in�nite layer is modeled.)� Finite soure distane: 527279 mm at XRCF; 10 m or 20 m for the EKC Tower; the soure is urrently modeledas a monohromati point soure.In this paper, when we ompare experimental data to the \EKCHDOS06" model, the above SAO raytrae model(as updated in x4.1) is the one meant.4.1. Rigid body parameters and SAO raytrae model updateIn this setion we briey summarize the the urrent SAO raytrae model (xrf SAO1G+HDOS HDOS-sat-970220 03).The urrent rigid body misalignment model (EKCHDOS06) is an update based on the optial and X-ray measurementsreported in this paper. This model is our urrent best model; however, it is still preliminary and will be furthermodi�ed as improved data redutions and analyses beome available. The EKCHDOS06 rigid body model spei�es themirror following element positional data:Mirror Spaing The mirror element spaing was based on mehanial measurements by EKC of thedistane from the end of the opti to the orresponding fae of the Central AperturePlate. Together with the measured length of the opti, this determines the axialposition of the mirror enter.Tilts (oma) The on-axis oma was evaluated from the EKC HATS ATP data (augmented by anadditional 15 tests). The oma was assigned to pure tilt of the H mirror elementrelative to its ompanion P mirror element (x3.1).Deenter (lateral parfoalization)The H tilt introdued above also auses a lateral fous shift. This was orretedby deentering the mirror pair as a whole to restore the lateral parfoalization asdetermined from the HATS ATP (augmented) measurements (x3.2).Tilt-Compensated Deenter (oma-free)The far o�-axis X-ray images revealed that some oma-free deenter is present inthe HRMA. This was modeled by adding additional deenters to the H optis plusompensating tilts. The ombined additional deenter plus ompensating tilt isequivalent to a pure rotation of the H opti about its far fous (x3.4).In addition, the mirror maps have been adjusted by small one-angle orretions to make the relative X-ray axialfous positions onsistent with the XRCF measured values (x3.3).5. SUMMARY5.1. HRMA alignmentThis paper has presented the results of a �rst ut at analyzing the optial alignment data and the X-ray alibrationdata obtained at the XRCF. Our preliminary estimates for the on-axis oma and the axial and lateral parfoalizationsas determined from the measurements are summarized in Table 7. The oma and the lateral parfoalization are basedon the augmented HATS ATP data; the axial parfoalization is based on the 2/7-8/97 X-ray quadrant shutter fousmeasurements at XRCF.Based on the above on-axis oma and parfoalization values and the oma-free tilt-ompensated deenter values inTable 5, rigid body misalignments were inorporated into the baseline SAO raytrae model (see x4.1). To summarize:The on-axis oma was interpreted as pure body-entered H tilts. The tilt-ompensated deenter was applied as arigid-body rotation of the H about the H far fous. The lateral parfoalization was restored by a deenter of the�Henke et al. 1993 plus updates; see Ref. ? and http://www-xro.lbl.gov/optial onstants/



Table 6. Mirror Body Center Coordinates (XRCF oordinate system)Mirror X Y Z tiltY tiltZ(mm) (mm) (mm) (00) (00)P1 426:5761 �0.1239 0.2151 0.0 0.0P3 436:7098 �0.08675 0.2437 0.0 0.0P4 440:3572 �0.08634 0.2168 0.0 0.0P6 445:0821 �0.08625 0.2245 0.0 0.0H1 �481:0146 0.1154 �0.2060 2.4194219 4.4454479H3 �480:9282 0.08365 �0.2345 1.8542174 4.9943249H4 �480:8279 0.08386 �0.2065 1.8468078 4.4350269H6 �479:2152 0.1096 �0.2067 2.3720568 4.4891913Table 7. Summary: HRMA Parfoalization and On-Axis Comaunits MP1 MP3 MP4 MP6Lateral Parfoalization �Y (�m) 3.00 �2.65 �2.08 �0.84Lateral Parfoalization �Z (�m) 0.86 �2.05 �0.28 �2.22Axial Parfoalization (XRCF) ÆX (�m) �302 0 +277 �152Axial Parfoalization (orbit) ÆX (�m) �42 0 +277 �174Coma (On-axis) TiltY (00) +0.03 �0.02 +0.01 �0.03Coma (On-axis) TiltZ (00) �0.09 +0.07 +0.06 +0.32mirror pair as a whole. Finally, the axial parfoalization was adjusted by modifying the mirror maps (one-angleadjustments). As further data redution and analysis takes plae and our understanding of the alibration improves,the raytrae model will be re�ned; ultimately, the raytrae model must be made onsistent with the totality of theX-ray and optial alibration datasets.Further work will be done to improve the 1g mehanial models based on the disrepenies between the XRCFtilt preditions and the HATS optial measurements of oma (x3.1); this will also onsider X-ray determined lateralfous information and additional XRCF data suh as pinhole raster images.The alibration AXAF and the assessment of on-orbit performane are ongoing tasks, and the high-�delityraytrae modeling is an integral omponent of the alibration e�ort. The rigid-body mirror parameter measurementsas reported in this paper and inorporated into the raytrae model represents a onsiderable improvement in ourknowledge of the HRMA properties. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSWe aknowledge the many ontributions of the Eastman Kodak Company alignment team; we would partiularlylike to thank Charlie Atkinson, Greg Hull-Allen, Gary Matthews, and Mark Waldman who were responsible for thesuess of the HATS alignment system and the alignment of the AXAF optis. Gary Matthews also ontributed toour understanding of the 1g e�ets. Finally, we aknowledge the many ontributions of Paul Glenn (Bauer Assoiates)towards the suess of the HRMA alignment.This work was supported in part by NASA under ontrat number NAS8{40224.


